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Abstract— Resistive random access memory (RRAM)-based
FPGAs are predicted to outperform conventional FPGAs archi-
tectures in area, delay, and power over a wide range of voltage
operations, allowing novel energy-quality tradeoffs for recon-
figurable computing. The opportunity lies in that RRAMs can
realize the functionality of a static random access memory (SRAM)
and a transmission gate in a unique device. However, most of pre-
dictive analyses shown in the state of the art are achieved by using
analytical models. Unfortunately, while analytical models have
been intensively refined for conventional FPGA architectures,
their accuracy on RRAM-based FPGAs has not been carefully
investigated. Consequently, misleading conclusions may be caused
by using inaccurate analytical models. In this paper, we rely on
electrical simulations and semi-custom design tools to perform
detailed area and power comparison between SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs. To enable accurate analysis, we develop
a synthesizable Verilog generator for both SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs and also enhance FPGA-SPICE to sup-
port most recent advanced RRAM-based circuits and FPGA
architectures. The area analyses are based on full-chip layouts
of SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs, which are produced
by a semi-custom design flow. We consider a full FPGA fabric,
including core logic, configuring peripherals, and I/Os, which is
more realistic than analytical models. The power analysis is based
on SPICE simulation results by considering the 20 largest MCNC
benchmarks. Simulation results identify that the target RH RS of
RRAM-based FPGAs should be at least 20 M� to guarantee
energy improvements over SRAM-based FPGAs. Experimental
results present that at nominal working voltage, RRAM-based
FPGAs can improve up to 8% in area, on average 22% in
delay and on average 16% in power, respectively, as compared to
SRAM-based counterparts. Compared with SRAM-based FPGAs
working at nominal voltage, near-Vt RRAM-based FPGAs can
outperform close to two times in energy-delay product without
delay overhead. As a result, RRAM-based FPGAs are more
capable of trading-off energy and quality than the SRAM-based
counterparts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RESISTIVE Random Access Memory (RRAM) technology
opens the opportunity in advancing FPGA technologies

by bringing non-volatility and performance enhancements
[1]–[11]. Major works focus on proposing novel program-
mable switches with the objective of replacing a Static
Random Access Memory (SRAM) and a transmission-gate
with a unique RRAM device [3]–[11]. With lower resis-
tance than transistors and also smaller parasitic capacitances,
RRAMs can bring remarkable improvements on the delay
and power to routing multiplexers. Previous works predicted
that these proposed RRAM FPGAs can improve area by 7-
15%, delay by 45-58% and power by 20-58%, when com-
pared to SRAM-based counterparts [3]–[11]. In particular,
RRAM-based FPGAs operating in the near-Vt regime have
demonstrated potentials in achieving both high performance
levels, similar to an SRAM-based FPGA at nominal voltage,
and low power levels comparable to a regular SRAM-based
FPGA running at near-Vt regime [10], [11]. With promising
performance and energy consumption at both near and regular
Vt regime, RRAM-based FPGAs can provide a better range
of operating voltages than SRAM-based counterparts, opening
an opportunity for applying Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)
to FPGA fabrics [12]. For instance, operating voltage and
energy consumption of FPGA-based computing system can be
reduced significantly without sacrificing the throughputs and
the fidelity of results [13].

However, most of the performance improvements have been
assessed so far by using analytical area, delay, and power
models [3]–[7], [10]. Even though analytical models have
been intensively refined for conventional FPGA architectures,
it is still difficult to guarantee accurate estimations. For
example, it is reported that the Minimum Transistor Width
Area model used in VPR suffers an overall prediction error
variation of 93%, as compared to layout area [14], [15].
Similarly, the analytical FPGA power models can overestimate
the total power consumption by at least 24%, as compared
to electrical simulation results [16]–[19]. In addition, since
these analytical models are exclusively designed to SRAM-
based FPGAs, they are not general enough to capture the
characteristics of RRAM-based FPGAs and other FPGAs
based on emerging technologies. Therefore, by considering
only analytical models, misleading conclusions can be drawn
on the comparison between SRAM-based and RRAM-based
FPGAs.
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Compared to previous works, the contributions of this paper
are:

1) We provide a realistic study of the area and power
characteristics of RRAM-based FPGAs using full-chip
layouts and electrical simulations. To enable accurate
area analysis, we have developed a synthesizable Ver-
ilog generator for both SRAM-based and RRAM-based
FPGAs, with which layouts of full FPGA fabrics can
be derived by employing a semi-custom design flow.
To enable an accurate power analysis, we enhance
FPGA-SPICE [19] to output SPICE netlists mod-
eling 4T1R-based RRAM-based circuits and FPGA
architectures [8], [9].

2) We consider full FPGA fabrics in area evaluations and
especially analyze the impact of their configuration
peripherals, which is neglected in most of previous
works.

3) We carefully examine the impact of the off -resistance
of RRAMs RH RS on the energy consumption.

4) We study the robustness of the RRAM-based FPGAs
against RRAM and CMOS corner variations regarding
to performance and energy consumption.

As a result, we have been able to draw the following
conclusions:

1) Considering a commercial 40nm technology, averaged
over twenty biggest MCNC benchmarks, experimental
results show that RRAM-based FPGAs can improve up
to 8% in area, on average 22% in delay and on average
18% in power respectively, as compared to SRAM-
based counterparts. The area efficiency of RRAM-based
FPGAs increases when a large routing channel width is
considered.

2) Electrical simulations identify that the target RH RS

for RRAM-based FPGAs should be larger than 20M�
to guarantee energy improvements over SRAM-based
FPGAs. When operating at near-Vt regime, RRAM-
based FPGAs can improve Energy-Delay Product by
close to 2× without delay overhead, as compared to
SRAM-based FPGA operating at nominal working volt-
age.

3) When considering a 30% process variations on RRAM
resistances and different CMOS process corners in a
commercial 40nm technology, full-chip-level simula-
tions show that the performance and energy consumption
of the RRAM-based FPGAs shift within 3% and 8%
respectively, demonstrating stable improvements over
SRAM-based FPGAs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives background knowledge about RRAM technology,
SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGA architectures.
Section III shows our vision on RRAM-based FPGA
architectures. Section IV introduces CAD flow based on
FPGA-SPICE. Section V presents and analyses experimental
results. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first give a brief introduction on
RRAM technologies (Section II-A). We then discuss the

Fig. 1. (a) RRAM structure and BEoL integration; (b) RRAM I-V
characterization; (c) RRAM structure with filaments controlled by Iset,min ;
(d) RRAM structure with filaments controlled by Iset,max ; (e) Equivalent RC
model.

full SRAM-based FPGA architecture (Section II-B) and the
limitation of associated CAD tools (Section II-C). Last but
not least, we review recent works on RRAM-based FPGA
architectures (Section II-D).

A. RRAM Technology

Resistive Random Access Memories (RRAMs), a promising
emerging memory technology [21], typically relies on a Metal-
Oxide-Metal bitcell structure, which makes them compatible
with Back-End-of-the-Line (BEoL) integration at a high den-
sity [22]. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), a RRAM can be freely
fabricated anywhere between two metal layers on the top of
transistors, e.g., between M ET 1 and M ET 2.

From a device perspective, a RRAM device typically
consists of three layers: a Top Electrode (TE), a transition
metal oxide material stack and a Bottom Electrode (BE),
as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). Through a filamentary conduction
mechanism in the metal oxide layer, RRAMs can be switched
between two stable resistance states: the High Resistance State
(HRS) and the Low Resistance State (LRS). The switching
events between resistance states are triggered by applying a
programming voltage across the TE and BE. The switching
event from LRS to HRS is called set process, while the oppo-
site one is called reset process. In terms of switching mecha-
nisms, RRAMs can be broadly classified into two categories:
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Bipolar Resistive Switching (BRS) and Unipolar Resistive
Switching (URS). In this paper, we consider RRAM based on
BRS only, which is a common choice for most RRAM-based
circuits and systems [3]–[11]. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the I-V
characteristics of a BRS RRAM. The minimum programming
voltages required to trigger set and reset processes are defined
as Vset and Vreset , respectively. The programming currents that
are supplied during the set and reset processes are defined as
Iset and Ireset , respectively. A current compliance on Iset is
often enforced to avoid a permanent breakdown of the device,
which is denoted by Iset,max in Fig. 1(d). The programming
current tunes the size of filaments, leading to a difference in
the resistance of a RRAM in LRS, RL RS . Take the examples
in Fig. 1 (c) and (d), the filament highlighted in orange leads to
a lower RL RS than the filament highlighted in red. Fig. 1(e)
depicts the equivalent RC model of a RRAM. Besides the
configurable resistance R, a parasitic capacitance CP induced
by TE and BE should also be considered.

Thanks to BEoL compatibility and filament-based switch-
ing mechanism, the resistance and physical location of
RRAMs can be tuned for different application demands,
leading to a large design space for RRAM-based circuits and
systems [1]–[11]. On the other side, the filamentary conduc-
tion property brings to RRAMs not only device-to-device
variation but also cycle-to-cycle variability. Both device-to-
device and cycle-to-cycle variations are reported to be well
controlled between 10%-20% [23]–[25]. To be more robust
in cycle-to-cycle variations, we can introduce program-verify
strategy in programming RRAMs, similar to that of Flash
memory [26]–[28]. More details about RRAM technology can
be found in [22].

B. General FPGA Architecture

As shown in Fig. 2, a full FPGA fabric consists of two
parts:

(a) The core logic is the hardcore of a FPGA that realizes
logic functions. It consists of an array of tiles surrounded
by IO blocks, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Each tile contains a
Configurable Logic Block (CLB), a Connection Block (CB)
and a Switch Block (SB) [29]. A CLB consists of N Basic
Logic Elements (BLEs) and a local routing architecture provid-
ing inner-block interconnections. A BLE contains a Look-Up
Table (LUT), a Flip-Flop (FF) and a 2:1 multiplexer, which
selects either a combinational or a sequential output. SBs
interconnect routing tracks between tiles, while CBs connect
routing tracks to CLB input and output pins inside a tile.
To accelerate arithmetic-intensive applications, commercial
FPGAs [33]–[35] adopt various architectural enhancements,
such as fracturable LUTs [32], hard carry chains and het-
erogeneous blocks. As we aim at capturing the difference
between SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs, we consider,
without the loss of generality, the homogenous tile-based
FPGA architecture shown in Fig. 2(a) in this paper.

(b) The configuration peripheral circuits aims at program-
ming each SRAMs of LUTs and routing multiplexers belong-
ing to the core logic. Most SRAM-based FPGAs consider
scan-chains [33], [34], while non-volatile FPGAs typically

Fig. 2. Detailed full FPGA architecture: (a) Core logic and (b) Configuration
peripheral circuits.

use memory banks [35]. For a fair comparison to RRAM-
based FPGAs, we consider the configuration peripheral circuits
based on memory bank for SRAM FPGAs in this paper. As
illustrated in Fig. 2(b), SRAM cells belonging to the same
row share a B L signal while each column is controlled by a
W L signal. All the B L and W L signals are controlled by two
decoders. Each SRAM cell can be individually programmed
when its associated B L and W L are enabled by manipulating
the two decoders. Note that with efficient sharing B Ls and
W Ls, n SRAMs only require

√
n B Ls and

√
n W Ls. There-

fore, the area of configuration circuits based on memory bank
can be quadric to the number of SRAMs.

C. Limitation of FPGA CAD Tools

Most FPGA architecture exploration CAD tools, such
as Versatile Placement and Routing (VPR) [14], [29], are
designed to provide fast area, delay and power analysis for
the core logic part of FPGAs. Consequently, current FPGA
CAD tools face two major challenges:

(a) Inaccuracy of analytical models. To enable fast analysis,
most FPGA CAD tools rely on analytical models for area,
delay and power estimations [14], [16], [17], [29], [37].
Even though analytical models have been intensively refined
for conventional FPGA architectures, it is still difficult to
guarantee accurate estimations. For example, it is reported
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that the Minimum Width Transistor (M.W.T.) area model
used in VPR suffers an overall prediction error variation of
almost 2×, as compared to layout area [14], [15], [29]. The
analytical FPGA power models can overestimate the total
power consumption by at least 24%, as compared to electrical
simulation results [16]–[19].

(b) Incomplete FPGA fabrics. Only the core logic of FPGAs
and even only the used CLBs, CBs and SBs are considered in
the area, delay and power analysis. Note that the configuration
circuit could lead to non-negligible area overhead due to the
decoders and also routing area from intensive shared BLs and
WLs. The unused CLBs, CBs and SBs may also lead to area
and power overhead, and such problem could be significant
when resource utilization rate of a FPGA is low.

In short, the two challenges can cause inaccurate conclusion
on full FPGA fabric especially in area and power. Such limi-
tation may become more serious when evaluating novel FPGA
architectures, e.g., RRAM-based, the proposed architecture
under exploration in this paper.

D. RRAM-Based Circuits and FPGA Architectures

Previous works [1]–[11] about RRAM-based circuits and
FPGAs rely on two principles: (1) RRAMs can store configu-
rations as SRAMs; (2) LRS and HRS can be exploited to prop-
agate or block datapath signals. Chen [1] and Huang et al. [2]
studied the FPGAs based on the first principle only, where
RRAMs are used as standalone memories, in the place
of SRAMs. Major works [3]–[11] apply both principles in
FPGA architectures, where the combination of a SRAM
and a transmission-gate is replaced by a unique RRAM
device. Indeed, these proposed RRAM FPGAs are predicted
to improve area by 7-15%, delay by 45-58% and power by
20-58% when compared to SRAM-based counterparts, thanks
to the low RL RS and high integration density of RRAMs.

However, the RRAM-based circuit designs in [3]–[7], [10],
and [11] employ 2T(ransistor)1R(RAM) programming struc-
ture, which has been proved less realistic and efficient than
the recently proposed 4T1R programming structure [8], [9].
Moreover, previous works [1]–[11] assessed area, delay and
power with analytical models [29]. Since these analytical
models are exclusively designed for SRAM-based FPGAs,
they are not general enough to capture the characteristics
of RRAM-based FPGAs and other FPGAs based on emerg-
ing technologies. Consequently, the area, delay and power
advantages of RRAM-based FPGAs predicted by [3]–[7], [10],
and [11] may be misleading. This paper aims at overcoming
these limitations and employ full P&R and electrical simu-
lations to compare SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work in this
research field.

III. GENERAL VISION OF RRAM-BASED FPGA

In this section, we describe the general vision of our
RRAM-based FPGAs. The RRAM-based FPGA considered in
this paper has no architectural difference with respect to the
conventional SRAM-based FPGA shown in Fig. 2. The major

difference lies in the circuit designs of its primitive modules,
and its configuration peripheral circuits.

A. Circuit Designs of Primitive Modules

To achieve non-volatility, all the SRAM-based circuits in
FPGA architectures are replaced with RRAM-based imple-
mentations. We apply two different strategies depending if we
are replacing the SRAMs of routing multiplexers or LUTs.

1) The whole SRAM-based routing multiplexers are
replaced by 4T1R-based counterparts, as illustrated
in Fig. 3(a) and (c). We borrow the 4T1R-based rout-
ing multiplexer designs from [9], where both SRAMs
and transmission-gates are replaced by 4T1R elements.
Hence, RRAMs behave not only as memory cells but
also as logic gates that propagate or block datapath
signals. Thanks to the low RL RS and efficiently shar-
ing programming transistors, the 4T1R-based routing
multiplexers can bring significant improvements in area,
delay, power and especially in energy consumption [9].
More importantly, such replacement leads to the per-
formance improvements without challenging the the
endurance limit of RRAM devices. An actual pro-
gramming operation for 4T1R-based multiplexers occurs
infrequently, only during FPGA reconfiguration.

2) In LUTs, only the SRAMs are replaced by
RRAM-based non-volatile SRAM topology,
as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and (d). Different from
routing multiplexers, the on/off state of datapath
transistors can be switched frequently during each
operating cycle. Note that the data storage of SRAMs is
changed only during reconfiguration, which has a low
switching rate tolerable to RRAM endurance. Therefore,
for LUTs, RRAMs are used to grant non-volatility to
SRAMs, rather than to datapath transistors.

B. Configuration Peripheral Circuits

Different from previous works [1]–[11], in addition to
the core logic, we also consider the effect of configuring
peripherals and I/Os in the evaluation (see details in Section V-
B). In our RRAM-based FPGA architecture, each 4T1R ele-
ment [8] is accessed by BLs and WLs as well but requires two
BLs and two WLs. Those lines are shared as shown in Fig. 2,
where BLs and WLs of each 4T1R-based multiplexer and each
RRAM of LUTs are divided into two groups:

1) Common BLs and WLs (highlighted blue in Fig. 3) that
are shared by all the 4T1R elements (belonging to the
multiplexer as well as the LUTs). Take the example
in Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d), the two N-input 4T1R-based
multiplexers share B L[0...N − 1] and W L[0...N − 1],
and the NV SRAM share B L[0] and W L[0] with the
multiplexers. Considering the different input size of
multiplexers in FPGA architecture, the number of shared
BLs and WLs is determined by the largest input size of
multiplexers.

2) Independent BLs and WLs (highlighted red in Fig. 3),
which are unique for each 4T1R-based element.
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Fig. 3. Circuit designs of (a) SRAM-based routing multiplexer; (b) SRAM;
(c) 4T1R-based routing multiplexer; (d) Non-volatile 4T1R-based SRAM;
(e) Another 4T1R-based routing multiplexer sharing BLs and WLs; (f) Pro-
posed Bit Line (BL) and Word Line (WL) sharing strategy for RRAM-based
FPGAs.

As shown in Fig. 3(c) and (e), the programming transis-
tors close to the output inverters in the two 4T1R-based
multiplexer are controlled by two unique BLs and WLs,
(B L[N],W L[N]) and (B L[N + 1],W L[N + 1]), respec-
tively. Similarly, the NV SRAM in Fig. 3(d) has an
unique pair of BL and WL, B L[N + 2],W L[N + 2].

As such, each RRAM can be individually configured by
addressing its unique set of BL and WL signals. As activating
each set of BL and WL signals only allows the programming
current to flow through a unique RRAM, the BL and WL
sharing strategy in Fig. 3 can avoid parasitic programming.

Our RRAM-based FPGA architecture requires the number
of BLs and WLs be linear to the number of NV SRAMs
and 4T1R-based multiplexers. When compared to the SRAM-
based FPGAs, whose number of BLs and WLs is the square
root to the number of SRAMs, this could lead to large
decoder circuits and potentially area overhead. However, our
RRAM-based FPGA eliminates the use of SRAMs in routing
multiplexers, bringing significant area reduction. Considering
that routing multiplexers generally occupies more than 70%
of the total area, the area overhead from the decoder circuits
can be fully compensated by the 4T1R-based multiplexers.
Overall, our RRAM-based FPGA will be as area efficient as

its SRAM-based counterpart or even better, depending on the
scale of routing architecture, which is validated by layout-level
results in Section V-B.

IV. CAD SUPPORT AND EDA FLOW

To acquire post P&R results for RRAM-based FPGAs,
we developed a new EDA flow, based on FPGA-SPICE [19].
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the new flow consists of two parts:

1) The traditional VPR-based FPGA EDA flow [14], where
benchmark circuits are logic optimized by ABC [39] and
then processed through activity estimation [20], packing,
placement and routing of original VPR [14].

2) A novel EDA add-on capable of modeling a full FPGA
fabric in Verilog and SPICE netlists based on the VPR
results and the architecture description.

In order to have a seamless integration with HDL simu-
lators and semi-custom backend tools, we develop a Verilog
generator and integrate it into FPGA-SPICE. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the Verilog generator outputs structural Verilog
netlists modeling the RRAM-based circuit designs and FPGA
architectures described in Section III. All the structural Verilog
netlists describing FPGA primitives, modules and full fabrics
are synthesizable, which can be directly used for semi-custom
design tools. For the top-level Verilog netlist, an associated
testbench is automatically generated for full-chip-level ver-
ification purpose. Note that our Verilog generator is more
capable than [31] in two aspects:

1) It can support transistor-level circuit designs and FPGA
architectures based on RRAMs.

2) It can support one-level and two-level SRAM-based
multiplexer designs, which are widely used in commer-
cial FPGAs [33], [34].

In this paper, we exploit the FPGA-SPICE with Verilog
auto-generation to achieve accurate area, delay and power
results for both SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs.

1) To ensure functional correctness of FPGAs, all the
Verilog and SPICE netlists are verified to deliver the
same outputs as pre-VPR netlists under random input
vectors, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

2) To perform area analysis for full FPGA fab-
ric, we employ semi-custom design tool Cadence
Innovus [42] to generate full-chip layouts, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). Note that in addition to area results, the full-
chip layout can be directly used for fabrication purpose,
enabling fast prototyping for both SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs.

3) To perform delay analysis, we run SPICE simulations
for each component in a FPGA, i.e., LUTs, FFs and
multiplexers. The timing results are back-annotated to
the timing analysis engine in VPR to estimate accurate
critical path delays.

4) For accurate power analysis, we enhance FPGA-SPICE
to support the most recent RRAM-based circuit designs
[8], [9]. SPICE netlists and associated testbenches are
automatically generated for each component in full
FPGA fabrics, by considering their actual loads and
signal activities in the architecture context and bench-
mark circuits. As shown in Fig. 4(d), HSPICE [41] is
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Fig. 4. Proposed EDA flows based on Verilog Generator for accurate area, delay and power analysis.

employed to perform power analysis and total power
consumption is achieved by summing up the power
results extracted from each HSPICE simulation.

Note that area, delay and power results achieved by the
novel EDA flow are more accurate and realistic than the
analytical models in VPR, and can be used as baseline to
evaluate the accuracy of analytical models.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the area, delay and power results
achieved by the developed EDA flow in Fig. 4.

A. Methodology

We exploit the novel EDA flow in Fig. 4 to compare the
area, delay and power of SRAM-based and RRAM-based
FPGAs. The twenty largest MCNC benchmarks [40] are
selected as the input of the EDA flow. All the experiments
are run on a 64-bit RedHat Linux server with 28 Intel Xeon
Processors and 256GB memory.

To be fair in comparison, both SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs employ a CLB architecture with forty
inputs pins (I = 40). Each CLB consists of ten BLEs
(N = 10), each of which contain a 6-input LUT (K = 6) [37].
Similar to commercial FPGAs [33], [34], we consider unidi-
rectional routing architectures [36] with three types of wire
lengths. In each routing channel, 30% of routing tracks are
built with length-1 wires L = 1, another 30% of routing
tracks are built with length-2 wires (L = 2) and the rest
40% of routing tracks are built with length-4 wires (L = 4).
Each routing track can be connected to other three routing
tracks from adjacent channels (Fs = 3). Each CLB input pin
can be connected to 15% of the routing tracks in a channel
(Fc,in = 0.15), while each CLB output pin can reach 10% of
the routing tracks (Fc,out = 0.10).

Both SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs are built
with a commercial 40nm technology. To guarantee the best
overall performance, multiplexers in local routing architecture
and CBs adopt a two-level structure while the others are

built with a one-level structure [36], [37]. All the RRAM-
based multiplexers adopt a one-level structure and RRAMs
are placed between the first and the second metal layer,
for best overall performance [9]. The datapath circuits and
the 4T1R programming structures are built with standard
logic transistors (W/L = 140nm/40nm). Transmission gates
are implemented by a pair of minimum-width n-type and
p-type logic transistor. Input and output inverters are sized
to 3× minimum width in order to resist the parasitics of metal
wires.

We consider a RRAM technology [46], [47] with program-
ming voltages Vset = |Vreset | = 1.1V and a maximum current
compliance of Iset = |Ireset | = 500μA. The lowest achievable
RL RS of a RRAM is 2.2k� while the RH RS is swept from
10M� to 100M� in order to identify the required property
for achieving a good energy efficiency. The considered range
of RH RS can be achieved by applying different programming
conditions, e.g., programming current, which has been val-
idated by experimental measurements in [48]. The Stanford
RRAM compact model [38] is used to model the considered
RRAM technology. In this work, we assume that the RRAMs
are co-embedded in the MET2 and MET3 vias, leading to
a feature size of 130nm × 130nm in the considered 40nm
technology. Previous works have shown successful integration
of RRAM technologies in the metal vias, which are similar
in dimension to the considered commercial 40nm technology
[44]–[46]. To accurately include the parasitic effects from the
co-integration, we add a parasitic capacitance of 13.2a F to
the RRAM SPICE model, which is estimated by considering
the height and the dimension of metal vias in the commercial
40nm technology.

B. Area Characteristics

1) Full-Chip Layouts: Fig. 5 presents the full-chip layouts
of SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs, both of which
including core logics, configuring peripherals and IOs. Note
that both FPGAs contain a channel width of 300, which is
similar to commercial FPGAs [33], [34]. For sake of the
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Fig. 5. Full-chip layouts (Channel width is set to 300) of FPGAs configured
by BL and WL decoders: (a) SRAM-based and (b) RRAM-based.

Fig. 6. Area breakdown (Channel width is set to 300) of FPGAs configured
by BL and WL decoders: (a) SRAM-based and (b) RRAM-based.

capability of our workstation, we consider a CLB array size
of 5 × 5 which are surrounded by 160 I/O pads. Note that the
achieved area results with a 5 ×5 CLB array can be represen-
tative because large FPGAs can be regarded as an assembly of
the small CLB arrays. The full-chip layout comparison shows
that RRAM-based FPGAs can as area efficient (with a 8%
improvement) as SRAM-based FPGA when considering full
configuring peripherals.

2) Area Breakdown: Fig. 6 compares the area breakdown
of SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGA chips when channel
width is set to 300. Routing multiplexers, including local
routing architecture, CBs and SBs, occupy 46-70% of the total
area, which are the major contributors in both FPGAs, while
LUTs and FFs stand only up to 6% in the total area. More than
40% of the total area is consumed by SRAMs in the SRAM-
based FPGA, while only 15% of the total area is consumed by
NV SRAMs in the RRAM-based FPGA. This area difference
is due to 4T1R-based multiplexers eliminating the use of
SRAMs and that NV SRAMs only occur in LUTs. As a result,
the SRAM-based FPGA contains 180,470 SRAMs, while the
RRAM-based FPGA reduces the number to only 16,160 NV
SRAMs. This contributes to the RRAM-based FPGA requiring
8% less total area than the SRAM-based FPGA.

3) Impact of Routing Channel Width W: Routing channel
width W , representing the number of routing tracks per FPGA
routing channel, is a key factor impacting the area of FPGA
architectures. In this part, we swept the routing channel width
from 50 to 300 with a step of 50 for both SRAM-based
and RRAM-based FPGA architectures. Fig. 7 compares the

Fig. 7. Full-chip area of SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs with
different routing channel width.

full-chip area of SRAM-based and RRAM-based FPGAs by
considering different routing channel widths. A large W
increases the capacity of FPGAs but requires many routing
multiplexers. As 4T1R-based multiplexers are more area effi-
cient than their SRAM-based counterparts [9], the area benefits
of RRAM-based FPGAs can be significant when a large W
is considered, which is typical in modern FPGA architectures.
In contrast, a small routing channel width requires a small
number of 4T1R-based multiplexers. The area improvement
can be overshadowed by :

• the overhead of NV SRAMs. As depicted in Fig. 3(d),
a NV SRAM requires more transistors than a volatile
SRAM.

• the overhead of the configuration circuits of our
RRAM-based FPGAs. As illustrated in Fig. 3(f),
the SRAM-based FPGAs requires the number of BL/WL
lines to be the square root to the number of SRAMs, while
the RRAM-based FPGAs requires the number of BLs and
WLs be linear to the number of NV SRAMs and RRAM-
based multiplexers. This results in that the configuration
circuits of our RRAM-based FPGAs are larger in area
than the SRAM-based counterparts, which is validated
in Fig. 6.

When a small routing channel width is applied, the number
of RRAM-based multiplexers is small and their area benefits
are not enough to compensate the area overhead from NV
SRAMs and configuration circuits. When routing channel
width increases, the area benefits of RRAM-based multiplexers
becomes large enough to compensate the area overhead, and
lead to area improvements. Therefore, in Fig. 7, we see
area overheads from the proposed RRAM-based FPGAs when
W ≤ 150, while when W ≥ 150, the proposed RRAM-based
FPGAs become more area efficient than SRAM-based FPGA.
We believe that significant area reduction can be achieved
when the routing channel width is larger than 300.

C. Power Characteristics

1) Impact of RH RS: As explained in [11], the RH RS can
influence the power consumption of RRAM-based routing ele-
ments. We evaluate in Fig. 8 the impact of RH RS on the aver-
age energy consumption of the considered FPGA architectures
implementing in MCNC big20 benchmarks by using FPGA-
SPICE. Indeed, a low RH RS leads to a high leakage power
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Fig. 8. Normalized power consumption of RRAM-based FPGAs with
different RH RS (Channel width W is set to 300).

Fig. 9. Leakage power breakdown (Channel width W is set to 300) of
(a) SRAM-based and (b) RRAM-based FPGAs.

and it causes 3% overheads in total power when RH RS =
10M�, as shown in Fig. 8. When RH RS ≥ 20M�, RRAM-
based FPGAs become more power efficient than SRAM-
based FPGAs. Note that the power reduction is achieved
with performance improvement. However, the leakage power
overhead can be mitigated by not only an increase in RH RS but
also non-volatility. RRAM-based FPGAs can be fully powered
down during a long idle period and then instantly turned on for
operation. As a result, leakage power of RRAM-based FPGA
only occurs during standard operation time, which is typically
along with high dynamic power consumption. The dynamic
power of 4T1R-based multiplexers is 20% smaller than CMOS
multiplexers, leaving more budget for leakage power [9]. All
the factors contribute to the fact that lower bound of RH RS

of RRAM-based FPGAs ( ≥ 20M�) can be much lower than
the off -resistance of transmission gates in SRAM-based FPGA
(In the considered technology, it is ∼ 500M�), to guarantee
similar energy efficiency. In the rest of this paper, we consider
RH RS = 20M� for RRAM-based FPGAs.

2) Power Breakdown: Fig. 9 compares the leakage power
breakdown between RRAM-based and SRAM-based FPGAs.
In general, routing multiplexers consumes 69% of the total
leakage power, while LUTs and SRAMs only consumes up to
41% of the total. Due to the heavy use of SRAMs, 35% of
the leakage power is consumed by SRAMs in SRAM-based
FPGA, which are consistent with those reported by commer-
cial products [43]. Differently, in RRAM-based FPGA, only
5% is required by NV SRAMs, because they are only used in

Fig. 10. Total power breakdown (Channel width W is set to 300) of
(a) SRAM-based and (b) RRAM-based FPGAs.

Fig. 11. Area, delay and energy comparison between SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs operating at nominal and near-Vt regime.

LUTs. 4T1R-based multiplexers eliminate the use of SRAMs,
significantly reducing the weight of SRAM leakage power.
This also leaves more leakage power budget to multiplex-
ers, relaxing the lower bound of RH RS . Fig. 10 compares
the dynamic power breakdown between RRAM-based and
SRAM-based FPGAs. We see that over 70% of the total
power is consumed by routing multiplexers, while only 28.8%
is consumed by LUTs. By removing the SRAMs in routing
multiplexers, the power share of SRAMs is reduced from 23%
(SRAM-based FPGA) to 5% in RRAM-based FPGA.

D. Near-Vt Opportunity

As predicted in [8]–[11], near-Vt RRAM-based circuits
and FPGAs can achieve both high-performance and low-
power when compared to CMOS counterparts working at
nominal voltage. This is due to the resistance of RRAMs being
independent from working voltage, unlike transistors whose
equivalent resistance degrades seriously at near-Vt regime.
Fig. 11 compares the overall performance of SRAM-based and
RRAM-based FPGAs operating at both nominal and near-Vt

regime. When operating at nominal voltage (VD D = 0.9V ),
RRAM-based FPGA can improve delay by 22% over its
SRAM-based counterpart. Even when VD D is reduced to
near-Vt regime, i.e., 0.8V , RRAM-based FPGA remains the
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same performance-level as the SRAM-based FPGA at nominal
voltage. And the near-Vt RRAM-based FPGA benefits from
significant energy reduction, leading to a 2 − 2.3× improve-
ment on energy. Note that the energy of RRAM-based FPGA
operating at VD D = 0.9V is similar to the best SRAM-based
FPGA (VD D = 0.7V ). In terms of Energy-Delay Product
(EDP), SRAM-based FPGA at nominal voltage is the best,
while RRAM-based FPGA at VD D = 0.8V is the best with a
close to 2× improvement compared to the best SRAM-based
FPGA.

E. Comparison to Analytical Models

While staying in a similar range, it is important to note
that the predicted performance gain shown in this paper is
smaller than previous works [1]–[11]. However, the present
paper considers full FPGA fabric (core and periphery) and
employs semi-custom design flow and electrical simulations
in evaluations, which delivers more realistic results:

1) For the area evaluation, we consider the full parasitics of
RRAM-based circuits and also include configuration cir-
cuits and I/Os in full-chip layouts, which are ignored in
previous works [1]–[11]. Fig. 5 shows that interconnect-
ing metal wires is the dominant factor. Analytical models
only focus on the area consumed by standard cells,
which only occupy 76.8% of the total area in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6 shows that configuration circuits and I/Os can
consume a non-negligible 10.6% of the total area of
RRAM-based FPGAs. Analytical models only focus on
the core logic, leading to a significant accuracy loss in
the area estimation.

2) For the power evaluation, we consider electrical simu-
lation results to approach practical operating activities,
which cannot be accurately captured by analytical mod-
els. Fig. 8 shows that the choice of RH RS could lead to
significant power difference for RRAM-based FPGAs,
which was ignored by the analytical models in previous
works [1]–[10]. This could lead to an error of > 16%
for the analytical power results. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show
that SRAMs and NV SRAMs consume 5-35% of the
total power, whose impact has also not been explicitly
studied in most analytical models [1]–[10].

F. Impact of RRAM Variations

RRAMs are known to exhibit extensive variations in resis-
tance, due to its stochastic nature in filamentary conducting
[44]–[46]. In this paper, we focus on studying the robustness
of the proposed RRAM-based FPGAs against the corner varia-
tions from both CMOS and RRAM technologies. In electrical
simulations, we consider all the possible combinations of the
following corner variations:

1) Three CMOS corner cases, namely Fast-Fast (FF),
Typical-Typical (TT) and Slow-Slow (SS), which are
provided natively in the considered commercial 40nm
technology.

2) Three RRAM corner cases with variations on RL RS

and RH RS , called Best, Typical and Worst, as detailed
in Table I. In the Typical case, we consider the RH RS and

TABLE I

DETAILED RL RS AND RH RS VARIATIONS FOR THE
DIFFERENT RRAM CORNER CASES.

RL RS as reported in the experimental results [46], [47].
In the Best and the Worst cases, we apply up to 30%
variations to RL RS and RH RS , which are typical values
reported experimentally [44]–[46]. The Best case puts
us in the high-performance and low-energy corner, while
the Worst case represents the low-performance and high-
energy corner.

In total, we performed 9 corner analyses on the RRAM-based
FPGA operating at nominal VD D and studied their impacts on
the delay and energy.

Fig. 12(a) and (b) depicts the shift on FPGA delay and
energy impacted when considering both CMOS and RRAM
variations, in the case of benchmark s298. The simulation
results presented that CMOS variations could cause a 20%
delay degradation and a 50% energy degradation respectively
to RRAM-based FPGAs, while RRAM variations leads to
limited impacts with less than 3% in delay shift and up to
8% in energy shift. Such stability on performance and energy
can be explained as follows:

1) The impact of RRAM variations is limited on
RRAM-based multiplexer. As illustrated in Fig. 3(c),
RRAM-based multiplexers consist of considerable tran-
sistors on the datapaths, such as driving inverters and
programming transistors. Therefore, the resistance of
RRAMs has a limited impact on the delay and energy
characteristics. In our SPICE simulations, when consid-
ering a standalone RRAM-based multiplexer, the delay
shift could be as large as 10%, but it is rather smaller
than the RRAM variations.

2) The proposed FPGA architectures include considerable
pure CMOS circuits, such as LUTs and FFs, which
further reduce the impact of RRAM variations on per-
formance and power.

Note that the corner analyses present the pessimistic results
under RRAM variations. In practice, the variations of RRAMs
are dominated by the cycle-to-cycle variation and each RRAM
ends up having an independent variation that would be
better capture by Monte-Carlo simulations. A decrease in
RL RS results in delay improvement for RRAM-based mul-
tiplexers, while an increase in RL RS causes delay degra-
dation; A decrease in RH RS leads to energy overheads in
the RRAM-based multiplexers, while an increase in RH RS

would lead to energy savings. Therefore, at architecture-level,
the variation on delay and energy may be fully mitigated. To
be illustrative, we performed a 100-run Monte-Carlo SPICE
simulation for full FPGA fabrics considering the same bench-
mark as the corner analyses, and the resulting delay and energy
distributions are shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12. Case study on benchmark s298: Impact of RRAM and CMOS
corners on the RRAM-based FPGA operating at VDD = 0.9V : (a) delay and
(b) energy.

By presenting both the pessimistic case with a corner analy-
sis and time-consuming Monte-Carlo simulations, we show the
robustness of proposed RRAM-based FPGA to both CMOS
and RRAM process variations, indicating that they can bring
reliable delay and energy advantages over SRAM-based coun-
terparts.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we focused only on the energy efficiency
achieved by the FPGAs during operating period. When con-
sidering non-volatility, the energy improvement of RRAM-
based FPGAs could go beyond 2×. As depicted in Fig. 14,
compared to SRAM-based FPGAs, RRAM-based FPGAs can
be simply powered off during sleep mode and be instantly
powered on when needed. As a result, two types of power
consumption can be eliminated when using RRAM-based
FPGA: (1) the operational leakage power, highlighted yellow
in Fig. 14(a) and (2) the reconfiguration power each time
FPGAs are powered on, highlighted blue in Fig. 14(a). In
practice, the two types of power consumption could dominate
the total power. Considering some Internet of Things (IoTs)
applications, the energy improvement of RRAM-based FPGAs
can be magnified by 10×, as over 90% of total power is
consumed by the operational leakage power.

Fig. 13. Monte-Carlo results for benchmark s298: impact of RRAM variation
on (a) delay and (b) energy.

Fig. 14. Power consumption of (a) a SRAM-based FPGA and (b) a RRAM-
based FPGA.

In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, we presented the large VD D

space of RRAM-based FPGAs in energy-quality trade-off
and their robustness against variations when compared to
the SRAM counterparts. Such features can be exploited in
approximate computing applications, where Dynamic Voltage
Scaling (DVS) techniques can be applied to achieve low
energy consumption with limited quality/performance degra-
dation [12], [13].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed a Verilog generator
to model full FPGA fabrics, in order to enable a realistic
study on the area and power characteristics of RRAM-based
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FPGAs with full-chip layouts and electrical simulations. We
enhance FPGA-SPICE to output SPICE netlists modeling
recent advanced RRAM-based circuits and FPGA architec-
tures. Accurate power analysis is performed by using SPICE
simulators. Considering a commercial 40nm technology, aver-
aged over the twenty largest MCNC benchmarks, experimental
results show that RRAM-based FPGAs can improve up to 8%
in area, on average 22% in delay and on average 16% in
power respectively, as compared to SRAM-based counterparts.
In particular, the area efficiency of RRAM-based FPGAs
becomes significant when large channel width is applied. Elec-
trical simulations show that RH RS of RRAM-based FPGAs
should be at least 20M� to achieve the same power efficiency
of SRAM-based FPGAs. Especially, when compared to the
SRAM-based FPGAs working at nominal voltage, near-Vt

RRAM-based FPGAs can outperform close to 2× in Energy-
Delay Product without delay overhead. Validated by realistic
post P&R results, RRAM-based FPGAs are more capable in
trading-off energy and quality than SRAM-based counterparts.
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